In the Center
Mary Johnson
Children’s Center

From the Office
We have begun our Third Annual Book Challenge at the Center. You will find blank flags
on which to write your child’s books read in the Dining Area of MJCC. Our new
Strengthening Families Coordinator, Amethyst Peaslee is organizing it this year. Amethyst has introduced herself in the Strengthening Families section on page 6 of the
Newsletter, and given more details about this year’s Book Challenge. Welcome Amethyst!
The Center has continued enrichment activities for your children this winter and spring.
Music Together, led by Jessica Allen and Molly McEachen from Middlebury Community
Music, has been ongoing for both the Caspian and Dawntreader groups, and this year we
added it for our Toddler group, the Thunderdragons! Jessica and Molly are amazed at
how well the children—even the littlest ones—do with these musical interludes, and how
much the children love it!
The Narnians and Dawntreaders have been enjoying Korean TaeKwon Do again with Master Kellie Thomas from TaeKwon Do K.I.C.K.S. Master Kellie introduces children to the
beginning elements of TaeKwon Do and leads sessions that are lively and engaging!
Is it SPRING….? Everyone is so pleased that it is a
little warmer when we go outside. Unfortunately, we
are entering the dreaded mud season, so please continue to send in appropriate outdoor clothing and
extra indoor clothes.
We are working on enrollment for summer and fall
and will be welcoming some new faces beginning in
late June. At present, we are planning on June 16
as our last day of the fall program. We will be
closed for inservice June 19-23, then reopen on
Monday, June 26 as for the first day of the Summer Program. All of this is barring any snow days of
course! The public schools have set their first day
of school for fall, which will also be our first day:
Wednesday, August 30. Therefore, the summer
program will end on Tuesday, August 22.

Dawntreader and Narnia children
are enjoying K.I.C.K.S. again this year!

April 2017
Calendar Reminders


April 28
Center CLOSES at 1
pm for Inservice



May 12
Center CLOSED for
Parent Conferences



May 29
Center CLOSED for
Memorial Day



June 16
Last Day of School
Year



June 19-23
Center Closed for
Inservice



June 26
First Day of
Summer Program



July 4
Center Closed
for Holiday



August 22
Last Day of
Summer Program



August 23-25
& 28-29 Center
Closed for Inservice



August 30
First Day of
2017-18 School Year

THUNDERDRAGONS ~ Kristin, Sue & Summer
Hello families! Time flies when people are having fun - we have already been in
school for almost eight months believe or not! Can you imagine how much fun we have
had with our little friends! In the past couple of
months, we spent lots of time getting to know
each individual friend, to observe their interests,
strengths, and temperaments throughout daily
activities.
During the winter months, teachers and the
Thunderdragons spent a good amount of time
outside exploring snow and ice. Riding on the sled
was one of the most popular activities. When
Thunderdragons were sledding, they felt the cold
wind blow on their faces, and they also practiced taking turns with their favorite
sleds. By pulling the sled back to the top of the hill, children’s gross motor and body
muscles got lots of hard practice, and prepared them for more walking tasks for the
spring. Thunderdragons also invited the snow to come into our room!
We were experiencing science as we watched the snow melt away,
and how the color changes when we add food coloring to it. It was a
very fun experience.
While Thunderdragons were having fun outside, there were also lots
of fun things happening inside the room. Children’s interests for
dramatic play grew from cooking dinners for baby dolls and their
peers, and it has been blooming ever since. Children like to build
houses for their loves, animals and cars. They talk to each other
about how to construct the house so it can be multifunctional, and
they also imagine their own houses while they are building. Sue has
been working on a project about birds around us, and Thunderdragons are absolutely enjoying it. First, they get chances to watch a
cool wild eagle monitoring program called “Eagle Camp” so they meet the eaglet, E-9, Harriet the mom and E-15 the dad.
Children loved it when teachers put some music on for pretending to be birds flying around in the room. Some friends
pretend that big comfy pillows are their resting nests.
Building strong core and body strength is another primary goal in the Thunderdragon classroom. Children continuously grow strong interests about
jumping! They really like to jump from a higher surface to a lower one.
Therefore, the teachers set up some obstacle courses to challenge their
bodies. Children laugh so hard when
they walk on the pillow obstacle course.
They wobbled as they were walking,
they fell and they came back to continue their journeys on pillows.
Skating was another good way to challenge their body
strength this winter. Some friends even walked on the ice
by themselves this time.
As the weather is getting warmer (hopefully), the Thunderadragons would like to go out to explore the springtime, and to find some real birdies to sing songs with!
Happy Spring everyone!
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CASPIA ~ Chris, Matt & Chhoki
What a busy few months it has been for us here in Caspia! As our interest in doctor
play has begun to fade, we have seen the children naturally transition their play into
caregiving. Babies have become a very popular thread in our classroom and you will see
that new materials, such as baby clothes, carriers, blankets, etc. have been added to
our shelves to accommodate this fast-growing interest. Seeing the children care for
the babies has also afforded the teachers the opportunity to instruct the children on
self-care skills. We will often use the babies as a
tool to help guide the children’s learning, for example: “Remember how you got the baby dressed by
putting one foot in at a time? You can get your snow
pants on the same way, one foot, then the other.” It
has been really wonderful to watch as the children’s
independent care skills have begun to blossom over
the past few months; way to go Caspians!
The idea of babies and caregiving has also channeled into other curricular areas for
the children, such as gardening. We have used babies to help scaffold the children’s learning of the life cycle of a seed,
teaching them that seeds too start as babies and with care, such as watering, giving them sunlight, etc., the seed will
start to grow, just like a baby grows. We have very intentionally broken the steps of this process down into three,
“jobs,” that a seed has. Job 1 is to just be a seed and work on sprouting. Job 2 is for the seed to sprout and begin
growing a tiny tail towards the dirt. The last job is turning into a strong plant that grows each day so that we may harvest its fruits or enjoy its flowers. Recently, many of the Caspians had the opportunity to
work in a small group starting the germination process of seeds in zip lock bags that you
will see hanging in our classroom windows. We chose to sprout 1 vegetable, cucumbers, 1
fruit, clementine seeds and 1 flower, beautiful blue carnations. We have had many conversations about how this is an experiment and that means that we are trying it and waiting
to see what happens—science at its best!
We continue our other pre-planned curricular activities
such as Music Together with Molly McEachen, which happens every Wednesday in our classroom. And we just ended
our Thursday skating sessions. We greatly miss our trips to
the rink, but happily look forward to the fact that this
means Spring/Summer are on their way and we will once
again be able to enjoy the outdoors.
One of our family nights is right around the corner and will be happening on Monday,
May 1st @ 5:30. We will be having dinner together, and then the children will head down to
the gross motor space while parents/other family members will head to the classroom for
a brief presentation on the importance
of routines and how they impact multiple facets of our days. Please come prepared with questions or scenarios that
you may have for our wonderful presenter. We look forward to seeing you
all there!
As winter departs and the temperatures begin to warm up, we sincerely hope that you have all experienced many happy memories of
winter with one another. Until next time…
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DAWNTREADERS ~ Kari, Jackie & Melissa
This winter has been such a busy time for the Dawntreaders but nonetheless, it has been
exciting and fun-filled!
Dawntreaders enjoyed skating again this winter. We walked over to the skating rink every Thursday, and friends enjoyed challenging themselves as they learned the skills of
skating. Many of the Dawntreaders practiced ice skating without a crate, allowing their
body to balance on the ice. Others enjoyed running on the ice and balancing their bodies
with just their boots. Sledding has been such a fun time for the Dawntreaders this winter. They smiled from ear to ear when they heard that it was on the agenda for the day.
Going down the hill they were screaming with so much excitement!!
Castles were a huge hit in the classroom this winter. Friends helped paint and construct the castle walls and stained glass windows. Children explored the roles of
the castle people back in medieval times and can now tell you the words associated
with the roles they played. As we moved on from castles, we began to explore maple sugaring (though the Dawntreaders were sad to see the castle move to a different classroom.) But now we have our very own Maple tree in the classroom, and
have enjoyed talking and enhancing our knowledge of Vermont Maple Sugar! We
even tapped a real Maple tree in Mary Johnson’s yard and boiled down the sugar!
Science experiments have been a big interest as of late. It started when Jackie
did a baking soda and vinegar experiment. That then sparked an interest of volcanoes, which prompted Kari and Melissa to make individual volcanoes out of clay.
Our twelve weeks of Music Together with Molly ends this
month as well. We learned many new songs. Everybody has
enjoyed singing, dancing and playing musical instruments every Wednesday.
Every Tuesday we have TaeKwon Do with Master Kellie! They have been learning many skills of becoming a ninja, which include, sitting quietly, listening,
counting to 10 in Korean, being respectful of others as well as numerous kicks
and punches.
There continues to be a lot of manipulative building (little legos, magna-tiles
and zoobs) as well as large blocks. We have had ice cream stores, pirate ships,
castles and airplanes!
...Bring on Spring!!
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NARNIA ~ Darcy, Lisa, Wendy & Jeff
The Narnians welcomed Lisa back to the classroom in late January. We were so happy to
have our full team back as the Narnians have been super creative and busy.
We continue our Kindness theme in our classroom. Children have been earning hearts and
stars every time a teacher catches them doing something kind for others. The hearts and
stars are displayed in the backroom in a large bucket and we are able to see the bucket
get fuller and fuller, and each time we add a token to the bucket we graph together the
number of tokens we have received. For each 50 tokens earned, the class gets a small
prize. For the first 50 tokens the Narnians decided to celebrate by having extra time
down in the gross motor space. We celebrated
reaching 100 tokens by having a ‘dress crazy
day’ and a ‘pajama day’. Congratulations Narnians! Keep up the kind work.
The Narnians have also been very interested in creating a restaurant in the dramatic play space using the large blocks and housekeeping items. Narnians
worked hard at creating their own menus using pictures of foods and they enjoyed writing out food names and prices. Some Narnians have started to create
their own recipes as well. We took a stroll around Middlebury to stop in at local
restaurants that many Narnians have visited
with their families. We talked about business
hours, as many of the places were closed. We took pictures and collected take-out menus. While visiting local eateries, many Narnians took notice of the large brick pizza ovens
that some restaurants have and we set to work creating one in our own fine dining establishment. Come check it out! Stay tuned as the Narnians continue this interest.
Over the winter we stayed active in as many
ways possible. Skating was in full swing again and
teachers noticed many Narnians not needing to
use supportive crates while in skates on the ice.
So exciting! Yoga and TaeKwon Do continue to be popular among the group and
children have been working on following and remembering multi-step directions,
having patience and having full body control as they master each new pattern.
We continue to have designated sharing days
during meeting time. Children have been great
with remembering when their sharing day is.
Children have been working on their communication skills with one another by asking
them questions about their sharing item or offering a kind comment. They have been
very respectful of everyone’s share items and for the most part remember that share
items stay in cubbies until it is meeting time.
That is just some of the exciting things we have been working on in our classroom.
Please feel free to give us any other ideas that you might have such as favorite family
recipes, or if there is an interest that your child has communicated with you that we
could help make come alive.
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STRENGTHENING FAMILIES ~ Amethyst Peaslee
Introducing Amethyst Peaslee
Dear MJCC Families,
I am excited to introduce myself to you as the new Strengthening Families coordinator for Mary Johnson Children’s Center. I am stepping into
the role previously held by Marcie Tierney. For those of you who are
new to the Center as of the fall, the SF coordinator’s job is to provide
family resources and support to teachers and families in the center.
Currently, I am helping to organize some family nights and researching
information for topics you have expressed interest in.
I am also lending some support to teachers for curriculum planning as
well as scheduling some professional development for child care providers in the county, and doing some mentoring with family child care providers in the area. Until the 1st of this year, I worked as the Resource Specialist for Mary Johnson
Child Care Services, coordinating professional development and support services for early care educators in Addison County. My office is still located next door in the Barrera House, along with Child Care
Services and the School Age Program Coordinator.
Please feel free to contact me if you would like some resources or support regarding particular issues.
You can reach me at 388-4304, resource@mjccvt.org or even better, stop by and visit me at my office
next door. I am typically here on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays. If I am not here, please leave
me a message and I will get back to you.
I look forward to meeting you!
Sincerely,

Amethyst
Amethyst Peaslee

Third Annual Book Challenge
We have begun the Third Annual Book Challenge and are hoping to increase our goal from last year.
There are flags in the dining area to record your books read. You may list the book and your family
name on a flag and hang it up in the lobby. Later this spring we will plan another book celebration!
Monday Morning Coffee
As always, I look forward to seeing all of you on Monday mornings at coffee! Feel free to swing in and
grab a bite!
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FYI — Addison County Readers & Dolly Parton’s Imagination Library

